
EXTENSIBLE BUSINESS REPORTING LANGUAGE ADALAH DAN

XBRL or eXtensible Business Reporting Language is a standard that was developed to improve the way financial data is
communicated.

There are four standard types of relationships supported by the definition linkbase. Additional data the rest of
the report and accounts are entered in text boxes. With large and complex financial statements, a single
iXBRL file may be too large for a web browser to handle. XBRL is independent of any hardware platform,
software operating system, programming language or accounting standard. About the Author s. The reason
why there is a difference between calculation and presentation linkbases, is that the total element that stands
for the summation of all others usually appears at the bottom in the financial statements whereas in the
calculation linkbase it must be placed as the top concept. Firstly, we cannot carry out operations on elements
that have different values of the periodType attribute. The main drawback of a tree-like hierarchical structure
in a presentation linkbase is that it only allows the presentation of flat lists of elements, while financial
statements also contain more sophisticated reports such as Changes in Equity or Movements in Property, Plant
and Equipment. Descriptions in the form of tags or labels are attached to the various pieces of business data.
Context data in the instance was collected into a separate element. This requires taxonomies to present
business data in many different languages. Many large taxonomies such as the IFRS taxonomy change every
year. XBRL labels companies' financial and other data with codes from standard lists taxonomies so that
investors and analysts can more easily locate and analyse desired information. In the label linkbase, elements
are connected to human readable labels using "concept-label" arcrole. Second available relation type is
essence-alias. For example, there could be a list of words that are excluded from the names, e. Assets consist
of Current Assets and Non-current Assets. Once an organisation has the appropriate taxonomy, it can enable
its reports for XBRL. For example, concepts that appear on the Balance Sheet are instant: which means that
their value is presented for a specified day, while elements in the Income Statement or Statement of Cash
Flows are duration: because they represent actions that took place over a period of time. The Table Linkbase
can be used for presentation of XBRL data, and also for data entry, by allowing software to present a template
for completion by the user. Click for www. The most current version of XBRL, v2. One of the reasons that
this type of relation was introduced is the prohibition of schema redefinition which prevents changes in a
tuple's content model. Second, the measurement reference provides explanations about what determines the
value of the element and how it should be calculated. The sign of the relationship depends on the weight
attribute that is assigned to the arc connecting two elements. It resembles "essence-alias" relation but is
applied for tuples. Significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes are modelled in a separate
XBRL taxonomy, the Explanatory Disclosures and Accounting Policies EDAP taxonomy, which has been
released as a public working draft. Additionally, within each footnote, each amount i. The tags allow
computers to automatically search for and assemble data so those data can be readily accessed and analyzed by
investors, analysts, journalists, and the SEC staff. Calculation Linkbase[ edit ] This linkbase associates
concepts with other concepts so that values appearing in an instance document may be checked for
consistency. The definition linkbase provides taxonomy creators with the opportunity to define different kinds
of relations between elements. CDSB and CDP share a common vision of a future where climate change
disclosure is part of all business reporting and fully integrated into mainstream financial reporting. The US
GAAP Financial Reporting Taxonomy is a list of computer-readable tags in XBRL that allows companies to
label precisely the thousands of pieces of financial data that are included in typical long-form financial
statements and related footnote disclosures.


